Need Help Install?
We know that you are smart so you don’t have to stick to every single step in this guide, but we
recommend you first...
Clean and Dry out the surface that you want to put our DIY tiles on. For example, existing floor or
wall tile, plywood, cement wall, etc.
And before you remove the protective layer on the adhesive backing, make sure you know where you
want to put the tile on! We recommend that you Draw the Layout of the tiles on the surface with a
pencil or marker. Once the tile is adhered to the surface, it’s gonna be hard (not impossible) to
remove, and you can’t use the same tile after you ripped it off the surface.

Now that you have prepared the surface, please gently remove the protective layer on the back side
of the DIY tile, then place the tile firmly onto the designated area of the surface you want to
decorate. Apply pressure to the tile to make sure it sticks well.
Attention, if you are installing the DIY tile on TEXTURED wall, make sure you apply additional
adhesives such as Loctite Landscape Adhesive that are specially designed for uneven surface . If you
are installing the DIY tile on floor or smooth wall, don’t worry, they won’t fall off.

In order to cut the DIY tile to fit around power outlets, wall features, corners and boarders, we
recommend using a DREMEL 7700 rotatory saw (whole kit available on Amazon for $35) for a perfect
cut. If these tools are not available, you can use a box cutter to manually cut through the tile,
patiently.
Grouting is not necessary but always an option. You do you!
Thanks again for shopping at M2H Tile Boutique. You outsmart 90% of people who are still shopping
tiles at tile dealers and other retail websites. You can now use the money you save to treat yourself,
your family, and your friends.

